Among others who point to environmental variability and managerial uncertainty as causes of fishery collapse, Roughgarden and Smith (1996) argue that three sources of uncertainty are important for fisheries management: variability in fish dynamics, inaccurate stock size estimates, and inaccurate implementation of harvest quotas. We develop a bioeconomic model with these three sources of uncertainty, and solve for optimal escapement based on measurements of fish stock in a discrete-time model.
Introduction
Fishery collapse is an increasingly common phenomenon worldwide. Though the Gordon-Schaeffer type models suggest management can overcome the economic (and indeed biological) consequences of unregulated fisheries, many managed fisheries have collapsed. Suggested causes include habitat destruction (World Resources Institute 2001) , reduced recruitment levels in the face of environmental variability (Pearcy and Shoener 1987; Barber and Chavez 1983) , fishery overcapitalization (Food and Agriculture Organization 1999; Grafton, Squires, and Kirkley 1996) , and a lack of political will to impose quotas that will ensure sustainability (Johnson and Libecap 1982; Homans and Wilen 1997) . Despite spatial and temporal differences in fisheries, excessive harvest is widely accepted as a major contributor to declines. Roughgarden and Smith (1996) note that the inherent problem of over-fishing is exacerbated by uncertainty in fish stock size and dynamics. Among other factors, they attribute fishery collapse to uncertainty in marine environments, and suggests that ignoring uncertainty can lead to excessive harvest. "In reality, if stocks are seen to grow, then quotas are usually increased, resulting eventually in a quota that exceeds production and extinguishes the stock" ( (Roughgarden and Smith 1996) , page 5079). This paper focuses on the implications of environmental and managerial uncertainties for the management of fisheries and formally addresses, in an economic framework, the issue posed by Roughgarden and Smith. The model they outline involves three sources of uncertainty: (1) environmental variability that influences the growth of fish stocks, (2) stock measurement error, and (3) inaccurate implementation of harvest quotas. The first two sources of stochasticity have been discussed in the literature, while the third is a novel element that they introduce. While the authors discuss how these growth shocks and error sources affect fishery management they do not offer an optimal solution to the manager's problem. This paper frames and solves this fishery management problem under uncertainty. Among other implications for fishery policy, we find that uncertainty in measurement may have the greatest potential to affect policy. When uncertainty is sufficiently high, we find a general rejection of the "constant-escapement" policy suggested by deterministic models (Gordon 1954) , models of only growth uncertainty (Reed 1979) , and other more heuristic approaches to fishery modeling from the biological community (Roughgarden and Smith 1996) . In particular, when uncertainty in measurement is high, the optimal escapement policy increases in the measured stock.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we provide a background of economic and biological models of fishery management under uncertainty. We then turn to our approach of integrating the two types of models, and discuss its relevance in section 3. The formal characterization is presented in section 4, and results in section 5. We conclude in section 6.
Background
There exists a large economic and biological modeling literature addressing management of renewable resources under uncertainty (Reed 1978; Clark and Kirkwood 1986; Roughgarden and Smith 1996; Costello, Polasky, and Solow 2001; Weitzman 2002) .
Economists typically pose allocation questions, pushing biological realism only to the extent that it permits clean analytical solutions. Although this approach often reveals the salient characteristics of a system, biological modelers often criticize such models for their inadequate treatment of realistic biological uncertainties. Although they incorporate more biological realism, biological models are often criticized by economists because they either ignore economic considerations such as harvest costs, prices, or time preference, or because they fail to solve for an optimal intertemporal allocation. We briefly describe the main approaches in each discipline, and then present our method of integrating the important elements of each into a stochastic dynamic decision-making framework.
Economic Models
The work of Beverton and Holt (1957) and Schaefer (1957) assumed a deterministic environment and provided analytically tractable models of renewable resource exploitation. In this framework, the optimal policy is "bang-bang": the optimal escapement level occurs where the rate of return from harvesting the last fish and investing the money from doing so just equals the rate of return from letting that last fish grow to the next period. If the stock is lower than the optimum level for any reason, the fishery is closed until it builds itself up. Whenever the stock is higher than the optimum level, the catch quota is simply the difference between the current and the optimum levels. Though this simple framework provides numerous useful insights, it has been criticized on several grounds. Most notably, it ignores the inherent environmental variability and managerial uncertainty faced by fishery managers.
The main results in the economics literature on stochastic fishery management have been developed in two papers: Reed (1979) and Clark and Kirkwood (1986) .
Both of these papers model one source of uncertainty for purposes of tractability.
Reed introduces unpredictable environmental variability into a model of fishery management by recognizing stochastic fluctuations in recruitment. He assumes the stock of fish from one period to the next is governed by a deterministic, "compensatory" growth function, but that a random multiplicative shock disturbs this growth every period. The manager knows the stock at the beginning of the period and she chooses the level of escapement, but because of a random growth shock at the end of the current period she does not know future stock. Reed assumes a constant price per unit harvest, and a marginal cost function which decreases in stock. Reed concludes that despite uncertainty about future stocks, the optimal policy is to allow a constant escapement every period, regardless of stock at the beginning of the period (provided the initial stock is larger than the desired escapement). Since the stock of fish is known every period, management policy can never lead to accidental extinction in this model. Clark and Kirkwood (1986) modify Reed's model by noting that fishery managers can rarely measure stock levels accurately and typically have confidence intervals of ±50%. With this practical motivation in mind, Clark and Kirkwood alter Reed's model by changing the timing of the shock. In their model, the manager knows the escapement in the previous period but is uncertain about stock in the current period.
To simplify the analysis, Clark and Kirkwood eliminate fishing costs and price from the profit expression, since costs and prices have no qualitative effect on results in which they are interested. Clark and Kirkwood obtain results very different from those of Reed. When managers cannot perfectly measure current stock, the optimal policy is no longer one of constant-escapement. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, the optimal policy is less cautious (for some levels of expected initial stock) than the constant-escapement policy. Furthermore, in rare cases it turns out to be optimal to harvest the population to extinction. This result is in direct contradiction to the constant escapement policy which, provided the intrinsic growth rate is sufficiently high, guards the population from extinction in perpetuity. Roughgarden and Smith (1996) approach the issue of uncertainty from a biological perspective. Their model is motivated by the danger facing many of the world's fisheries, and the belief that harvesting as if the resource growth and measurement were deterministic, when in fact it is stochastic, can lead to unintended extinction.
Management With Multiple Uncertainty
With this observation in mind, Roughgarden and Smith extend Reed's and Clark and Kirkwood's models by introducing two additional sources of uncertainty, stock measurement error and harvest implementation error. In their model the fishery manager enters the period and measures the stock with some error. She must then make a harvest announcement knowing that the true harvest will be imprecisely implemented. Like the previous literature, Roughgarden and Smith's model allows the multiplicative growth shock to vary from year to year. Within a year, however, growth occurs on a daily basis, where daily growth shocks are equal every day within a year.
A stock measurement is made once every year and an annual quota is announced.
Harvest occurs throughout the year so that daily harvest equals The next section describes the model we develop to answer these questions.
The Model
In this section we state our assumptions, formalize the optimization problem, and describe the solution technique. The general model and method below is appropriate for setting up and solving any stochastic dynamic programming problem with Markovian transitions. 
Assumptions
We make the following assumptions:
1. There are three random variables underpinning the uncertainty in period t: z The manager knows the statistical distribution for each of these random variables. While we recognize a conceptual difference between z g t 1 The Markovian property is satisfied when the density of the state variable next period depends only on the the current value of the state and control variables. In other words, past realizations of the state and the control have no bearing on next period's state.
2 In principle, one could include nonzero covariance between variables of each type. We do not explore correlated uncertainty of that type here.
(which reflects uncontrollable environmental variability) and z m t and z i t (which reflect potentially controllable human error), we refer to all three as sources of "uncertainty".
2. In each period, the growth of the stock of fish is as follows:
where G(s t−1 ) gives the stock x t as a function of the previous period escapement, s t−1 , in the deterministic case. 3. Stock measurement, m t is as follows:
The manager uses only the current measurement to form beliefs about the current stock, x t .
4. Given an announced quota, q t , the "attempted" harvest is a t ≡ z i t q t , and the true harvest is:
5. The price of fish is p and the unit harvest cost is constant, c. In the earlier part of the analysis, we assume that p − c is normalized to unity. However, we later allow costs to depend on the stock.
While some of these are innocuous, some are more restrictive in the sense that relaxing them would either make our model hard to implement or significantly affect our results. For example, we assume full knowledge of the density functions of the different types of uncertainty, as well as the parameter values associated with those.
We also assume independence among the three types of uncertainty, and the absence of strategic behavior on the part of both the manager and the fishermen. While we recognize the pitfalls of making these important assumptions, our present aim is simply to discover the optimal policy and investigate its properties and compare these with the properties of a constant escapement policy.
We should also note the somewhat misleading use of the term "optimal policy" in this context. Specifically, Assumption 3 states that the manager uses only the current measurement when forming expectations. This assumption implies that the current measurement is the only state variable for the manager's problem. Past measurements may contain some information about the current stock; a more sophisticated manager would use that information in forming expectations. There are three reasons why we assume that the manager ignores this information. The first is based on modeling choice and the second two are based on practical considerations.
First, one of our objectives is to determine the robustness of previous results to the inclusion of different (and multiple) sources of uncertainty. In order for this comparison to be as clear as possible, we want to use a model that nests the previous models in a simple manner. In particular, we want the nature of the optimization problem to remain the same. In previous models, the manager conditions her decision on a single state variable. We want to preserve this feature, because we want to be able to compare the decision rules. This comparison would be ambiguous if, for example, one decision rule was a function of a single piece of information and another was a function of many pieces of information.
Second, the optimization problem for a manager who uses past measurements is very complicated. Since all past measurements might contain some information, we would have to make one of two choices: we could include all past measurements in the state vector or we could treat the conditional probability distribution as a "state variable". In order to implement either of these methods, we would have to use an approximation, such as truncating the history of observations to obtain a finite state vector, or approximating the distribution (e.g. by using a finite number of moments, and treating the moments as state variables).
Third, Assumption 3 provides a lower bound for the value of the fishery. A manager who uses more information could expect a higher payoff. Since we demonstrate the advantage of following a non-constant escapement policy, the use of greater information would only strengthen our results.
The Fishery Manager's Problem
The fishery manager's infinite horizon problem can be stated as follows:
subject to
where E is the expectations operator and the discount factor is α. We use the numerical technique of value function iteration to maximize (4) subject to (5).
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The fishery manager measures the stock each period and announces the seasonal quota on that basis. The dynamic programming equation (DPE) for this problem is as follows:
To numerically solve for the value function, we evaluate J t (m t ) over an evenly spaced discrete grid of 200 measurements. We use the then use cubic spline interpolation to generate what is essentially a continuous state-space representation of J(·) and use it to solve for the optimal quota announcement, q t , in the preceding period. For a given measurement, the optimal announcement is the one that maximizes the expected fishery value over an infinite horizon.
The maximand in equation (6) has two terms. The first of these (Eh t ) represents the expected harvest in the current period, conditioned on the stock measurement in 5 For more information on this technique, see Judd (1998) .
the current period. The second term is the expected future value of stock measurement in the following period, conditioned on the current stock measurement, m t , and the current quota announcement, q t . We discuss below how each of these is computed.
Expected Value of One-Period Return
The first term in the maximand of the dynamic programming equation (6) is the expected current period harvest. Given any stock measurement, m, and any quota announcement q, the expected harvest is:
where f To obtain the expected harvest when the measurement is m and the announcement is q, we multiply this term by f A (a|q) and integrate over all levels of attempted harvest, a.
Expected Value of Future Returns
To obtain the optimal quota announcement we need to calculate the expectation of the value of future returns -the second term on the right side of equation (6). Here we provide the formula for the conditional expectation of the future payoff, given that the function J t+1 (m t+1 ) is known. This expectation is taken with respect to the unobserved variables x t and h t , and is conditioned on the measurement m t and the current decision q t . The expectation is 
Parameter Values and Functional Forms
For our base case numerical computation, we adopt the following parameter values and functional forms:
1. Fish growth follows the logistic curve:
where r (=1) is interpreted as the intrinsic growth rate and K (=100) is the carrying capacity of the environment. , and ε g as the "uncertainty" in growth, measurement, and implementation, respectively. We will refer to a realization of z 
Results
In the results that follow, we explore various combinations of the level and source(s) of uncertainty. We refer values of ε of .1 and .5 as "low" and "high" uncertainty, respectively. These refer to uniform random deviations of ±10% and ±50% around the mean. Given our assumptions relating to the distribution of the random vari-6 See section on Sensitivity Analysis for results based on alternative growth functions and the different values of the parameter r.
7 Our reference to ±50% deviations as "large" deviations are, at least roughly, empirically based.
For example, the growth (ε g ) in a fishery with notoriously high variability, the Southeast Pink ables, this uncertainty translates into coefficients of variation of 0.0577 and 0.2887 respectively.
Previous Results
For purposes of comparison, we begin by presenting the results obtained by authors of previous work. In the presence of only growth uncertainty and when present stocks can be measured accurately, the optimal policy is one of constant-escapement. This result is due to Reed (1979) and is presented in figure 1 . Clark and Kirkwood (1986) note that if escapement can be measured with precision, but stock cannot, the policy function entails non-constant escapement (see figure 1 ). (1999)). Measurement errors of as large as ±50% were considered also by Clark and Kirkwood (1986) . Because of sparse data, we have no sound empirical basis for referring to uncertainty of ±50% in harvest implementation. But by consider a range of coefficient of variations (from 0 to nearly .3), we hope to capture the magnitudes of the shocks that are likely in many fisheries.
8 Here 'very high' uncertainty refers to a uniform random deviation of ±90% around the mean, the coefficient of variation of which is 0.577.
There are two interesting properties of this result. First, higher uncertainty increases the optimal expected escapement for large measured stocks.
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Second, higher uncertainty decreases the measured stock at which the fishery should be closed to harvest.
When we restrict attention to the class of constant escapement policies with all three sources of uncertainty, as do Roughgarden and Smith, we find optimal constantescapement levels of about 48% and 69% of the carrying capacity (for levels of uncertainty (ε) of .1 and .5, respectively). These policies are shown in figure 2. Roughgarden and Smith recommend that the optimal target stock be set at 75% of the carrying capacity in anticipation of "very high" levels of uncertainty. They appropriately point out that the target stock may be set elsewhere (depending on the assumptions about the level of uncertainty), but that it should definitely be above
, or maximum sustainable yield. Roughgarden and Smith recommend an escapement level significantly higher than the deterministic optimum (which lies slightly below
) because the high stock creates a buffer away from extinction in the presence of multiple uncertainty.
Our Results
In this section we explore various combinations of the levels and sources of uncertainty and present numerical results and graphs of the associated optimal policy functions.
Recall, the optimal policy function indicates optimal announced escapement (measured stock minus announced quota) as a function of measured stock. In particular, we explore the following cases: low uncertainty (section 5.3), a single source of high uncertainty (section 5.4), and multiple sources of high uncertainty (section 5.5). In all cases the optimal policy function is a line of slope 1 for sufficiently low measured stock which indicates fishery closure for low stock measurements. 
Small Uncertainty
In the absence of any stochasticity, the optimal policy is a "bang-bang" solution with constant escapement level at the point where the discount rate equals the slope of the logistic growth curve. As may be expected, small variations in the random variables -whether considered individually or all together -lead to a policy that is not significantly different from the deterministic rule. Figure 3 shows the graph of the optimal policy function when all uncertainty levels are low. This policy suggests that for low uncertainty, not only is the deterministic rule qualitatively appropriate (i.e. it suggests a constant-escapement policy), but it is also quantitatively appropriate since the escapement target is approximately equal to the deterministic policy.
A single source of high uncertainty
How does the optimal policy change when one of the sources of uncertainty is high, while the others are low? The answer depends on which variable is highly uncertain. There is a significant change in the policy, however, when measurements are highly uncertain (see figure 4) . In this case, escapement levels are below those in the deterministic case for small stock measurements, and are an increasing function of the measured stock.
The positive slope of the policy function under measurement uncertainty can be justified on intuitive grounds. While quota announcements rise with measured stock, they do not rise as rapidly, leading to a larger stock of fish escaping as the measurements get larger. But what accounts for the lower levels of escapement for small measurements of stock around the kink of the deterministic rule? Consider a manager who faces no uncertainty at all and makes a stock measurement just under the kink (around 45 in figure 4) . In a deterministic world, she would harvest nothing since the deterministic solution entails fishery closure below a stock of 47.5 (at a 5% discount rate). Now suppose she makes the same measurement but believes her measurements are prone to errors. In this case, the true stock is distributed around the measured stock which creates a positive probability of stocks for which the optimal quota is positive. Thus, in expectation, a measurement error implies a positive optimal quota for stock levels to the left of the kink of the deterministic policy. This result is consistent with Clark and Kirkwood because it is driven by fundamentally the same factor: imprecise knowledge about the fish stock when the manager sets the seasonal quota.
Interestingly, the optimal policy associated with the high measurement uncertainty is nearly linear beyond the threshold of 30. The marginal escapement rate beyond this point is approximately 30% of the measured stock.
Multiple Sources of High Uncertainty
The combination of high uncertainties both in growth and implementation does not lead to a significant change in the shape of the policy function (figure 5). However, when measurements are also highly uncertainty, the marginal escapement rate in-creases significantly beyond the kink (figure 5), even when compared to the situation where the only high uncertainty is in the measurement. This suggests that uncertainty about fish population growth and large random deviations in the implementation of the seasonal quotas -by themselves or together -do not imply a significant policy change. However, imprecise stock estimation affects fishery policy significantly, both by itself and in the presence of other sources of uncertainty. These results imply also that the optimal escapement level under uncertainty: (1) is lower than the optimal deterministic escapement level when measured stocks are sufficiently small and (2) exceeds the optimal deterministic escapement level when measured stocks are sufficiently large. These results also suggest that an increase in only the meaurement error causes the optimal escapement level to fall, as shown in figure 4 . However, an increase in both the measurement error and the implementation error increases optimal escapement at large stocks, as seen in figure 5.
Sensitivity Analysis
The results obtained above are derived under specific assumptions about the functional forms and parameter values. To evaluate the sensitivity of these results to changes in model specification or inputs, we consider in this section: (1) alternative specifications of the growth function, (2) alternative values of the intrinsic growth parameter of the logistic growth function, and (3) more realistic versions of the harvest cost function. In each of these cases, we assess model sensitivity by comparing the optimal policy function generated by our model to the optimal policy function generated under the new assumption. In all cases, we report the case in which all sources of uncertainty are at the high (ε = .5) level.
Three popular forms for the stock-recruit relationship are the logistic, Gompertz, and Ricker.
10 Figure 6 shows the optimal policies under each case, and suggests that the optimal policy is qualitatively robust to specification of the growth function. Finally, we address the sensitivity of our results to assumptions about harvest costs. Thus far, we have assumed a constant marginal cost of harvest. To include a more realistic "stock effect" on costs, we assume that the cost function has a simple and intuitive form: the marginal harvest cost C is given by C = θ/x, where x is stock and θ is a parameter of the cost function (see Reed, 1979) . Assuming a price of fish normalized to $1, costs exceed revenues when the stock of fish, as a percentage of the carrying capacity, is less than θ. What might be a reasonable value for θ?
In order to proceed, we borrow from recent ecological evidence which suggests that less than 10% of large predatory fish (tuna, billfish, etc.) remain in the global ocean (Myers and Worm 2003) . Given that fishermen continue to target many of these species for harvest, it is reasonable to conclude that at .1K, harvest effort remains a profitable enterprise, that is, that θ < 10. For the purposes of this exercise, we assume θ = 5. Figure 8 compares the base case policy with the policy with stock dependent costs and θ = 5. Because higher θ implies higher cost, the policy responses is in the expected direction -to increase escapement -though the policy functions are qualitatively similar. Higher values of θ would be expected to yield even greater stock protection via this cost effect. 
Properties of the Optimal Policy
With the specification of the optimal policies under various types and combinations of uncertainty, we are in a position to make comparisons of some of their salient properties. To obtain these results, we assume that the policies are implemented in a fishery where the initial measured stock equals the carrying capacity (100 in this analysis) and that the discount rate is 5%. For each of the infinite-horizon policies, the variables we report are (1) the net present value of the commercial fishery over a period of 50 years and (2) the probability of extinction within 50 years. These results are presented in Table 1 . The table confirms that under low levels of uncertainty, the constant escapement policy performs well -both in terms of commercial profits and extinction risk. The same conclusion can be drawn even when growth or implementation uncertainties are high. However, when only high measurement uncertainties exist, the optimal policy performs significantly better than the constant escapement policy -both in terms of commercial profits (a gain of 5%) and stock viability (a gain of 2%). Our analysis shows that when all uncertainties are high, following the optimal policy yields a commercial value of $433 compared with a commercial value of $303 if the constant escapement policy is followed, a gain of 42%. Moreover, when all uncertainties are high and the optimal constant-escapement rule is used, the extinction probability over a 50 year horizon is 56%. This result can also be seen by comparing the cumulative densities of measured stock after 50 years associated with each policy. Figure 9 shows these densities; the optimal policy is generally associated with high stocks, whereas the likelihood of ending up with small stocks is larger when the constant escapement policy is followed.
case, the long run probability of extinction is 1. However, the extinction probability within a finite number of periods differs under different scenarios. To illustrate these differences, we report the probability of extinction within 50 years. 
Concluding Remarks
This research addresses a global concern of increasing importance; numerous economically and culturally important fisheries around the world are threatened with collapse. While there are many causes, uncertainty facing fishery managers is a central concern. In general, the economic literature has focused on stylized models at the expense of biological realism. Biological models of fishery management are often not solved for allocative efficiency. Instead, rules-of-thumb are calculated, mistreating the inherent tradeoff in any allocation problem.
We frame an economic allocation problem that incorporates three sources of uncertainty that have been identified as playing a central role in management decisions -stock growth uncertainty, stock measurement uncertainty, and harvest implementation uncertainty. The model is solved through iteration on the value function from the dynamic programming equation. Results include the following insights about management:
• Low uncertainty (±10%) has no significant effect on policy, profits, and extinction risk vis-a-vis the deterministic rule.
• Growth and implementation uncertainties have only a small effect on optimal policy, profits, and extinction risk -even when uncertainties are high.
• Measurement uncertainty has the largest impact on fishery policy, profits, and extinction risk -especially when combined with growth and implementation uncertainty. This result suggests that stock surveys are important.
• Under highly stochastic environments, our results suggest fishery closure for measurements of fewer than • When the manager faces high uncertainty on all three fronts, the optimal policy does better -from both the stock survival and the commercial fishery value perspectives -than the rule-of-thumb constant escapement policy previously proposed.
While our results appear to be robust to some key parameter and functional form assumptions, the conditions on which they are based must be kept in mind. We assume full knowledge of the density functions of the different types of uncertainty, as well as independence among these. We also ignore age, stage, and spatial structure of the stock, as well as other metapopulation dynamics, and treat growth as a function only of aggregate stock. We assume non-strategic behavior on the part of both the fishermen as well as the regulator. Most importantly, the results we present were derived using numerical techniques, and to the extent that we did not explore the entire parameter or model space, they may be specific to our assumptions. These caveats notwithstanding, this model is a step towards exploring fuller, more realistic models of optimal resource policies in complex and potentially highly uncertain environments.
